Managing a fleet and optimizing it for maximum profits and productivity is a challenge in the new age of doing business. As an operator, you are continuously thinking of ways and means to:

- Optimize fleet utilization
- Track and trace vehicles
- Maximize uptime of vehicles
- Utilize workforce effectively and efficiently
- Improve customer satisfaction
- Increase revenue and profits

WiseFleet is developed by pioneers and leaders of software in Logistics management in India, Hans Infomatics. It is a fully automated, end-to-end web based solution which completely manages your fleet. While most other software only allow for planning and execution of physical movement of the fleet, WiseFleet provides complete control of operations across the supply chain and gives power in your hand in smooth running of your business.

**Features**

- Web based, access from anywhere in the world
- Multi location capability
- Adaptable to any industry
- Fully scalable
- User friendly interface
- Minimum data entry
- Low training requirement
- Minimum implementation time
- Inbuilt reporting and analysis
- Customizable
- Ready to use
- Easy integration with other devices and Supply chain modules
## Wisefleet Transport Management Solution: Functionality

### Operation
- Vehicle management/ scheduling
- Quotation management
- Transport booking
- Load / Shipment consolidation
- Trip planning
- Route planning
- Manage service level agreement (SLA)

### Tracking & Reporting
- Daily worksheet
- Vehicle cost & profitability
- Driver expense tracking
- Revenue matrix for trip VS Transport receipt
- Monitoring from dispatch to delivery
- Single screen vehicle tracking

### Invoicing and Accounting
- Integrated accounting module
- Automatically calculate transport operations based on multiple dimensions

### Vehicle Management
- Maintenance schedule
- Spare parts utilization

### Interfaces
- Interface with forwarding, broking, warehousing etc
- Real-time information via GPS & Mobile devices

## About Hans Infomatic

In the Logistics and Supply Chain industry, including Freight Forwarding; Customs Broking; Shipping and Aviation, Hans Infomatic Pvt. Ltd. has empowered and carved a niche for itself by providing domain enriched, emphatic & cost effective technology solutions. Hans is a CMMI Level 3 company. It is promoted by professionals with over 25 years of experience in the software industry. We are based out of Noida, in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, India.
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